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Sermon for June 17, 2018  

Expansion 

Mark 3:20-35 

The Reverend Roger Pancost 

This past year our seven-year-old son, Quinn, decided that he no longer            
needed a backyard sandbox and that the frame of his sandbox would make a nice               
raised-garden bed. He informed us that unlike our family’s other raised garden bed,             
this one would be strictly Quinn’s. And so a few weeks ago we purchased organic               
soil to fill in the old sand box. Quinn then chose which seeds he wanted to plant,                 
and where they would be planted. About a week later we were delighted to see               
seedlings peeking out from the earth. Broad leafed pole beans and cucumbers, as             
well as delicate carrot tops, started filling his garden bed. 

No matter how old I get I continue to be amazed by the mystery of seeds.                
How is it that a tiny, dry, seed, can turn into a wonderful vegetable plant or a                 
beautiful flower? I know that someone with a more scientific mind can explain to              
me the dynamics of germination but I will continue to think of it as a miracle.  

It is not surprising that Jesus refers to the miracle of seeds growing in many               
of his parables. Rather than giving a lecture filled with theological statements,            
Jesus offers these wonderful stories that cause us to stop and ponder. Through his              
parables Jesus invites us to shift the way we see ourselves, the way we see God,                
and the way we see other people. These parables stimulate our imaginations so that              
we can perceive the power and the presence of God in a new way. (NIBC p. 144) 

This morning we heard two of Jesus’ parables which speak about growth, or             
expansion. The first parable reflects the mystery I feel every time I plant a seed.               
While the individual is sleeping the seed sprouts and grows. This parable suggests             
that the Kingdom of God grows in a hidden, mysterious way. 

In the second parable, Jesus compares the Kingdom, or domain, of God to a              
mustard seed. He says that the mustard seed is the smallest of seeds but that when                
it is sown in the ground it grows up and becomes the greatest of shrubs. This                
parable speaks about the expansion of the kingdom of God. This can be understood              
in terms of the number of people participating in the kingdom, but it can also refer                
to the expansion that takes place within each individual in the kingdom. 
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It is interesting to note that even though the growth of the seed is a mystery,                
in both of these parable there is a human element involved in the process. In both                
parables a person plants, or sows, the seeds. This suggests to me that the growth, or                
expansion, of the kingdom, involves a partnership between God and humans. 

Someone who knows a great deal about growth is the Reverend Michael            
Piazza. Reverend Piazza travels the country as a church growth expert. He is             
currently serving as the interim pastor in a Presbyterian Church in Connecticut. In             
the coming months Reverend Piazza will challenge the church members to reflect            
on how the church might grow. 

He began his ministry with this church by offering a four-part sermon series             
based on the letter “E”. Each week he introduced a new word for people to reflect                
on. Knowing that Presbyterians can be uncomfortable with the word “evangelism”           
Reverend Piazza began his sermon series with the word “expansion.” The           
dictionary definition of “expansion” is: growth, an increase in size, enlargement,           
extension, and development. Synonyms include: spread, proliferation, and        
multiplication. 

In his sermon Reverend Piazza invited the congregation to reflect on four            
areas of expansion. I haven’t read that sermon but I am intrigued by the four               
categories of expansion that Reverend Piazza invited the congregation to reflect on.            
I would like to share those with you this morning. 

The first type of expansion that Reverend Piazza speaks of involves           
expanding our world view. All of us can grow comfortable with our world view.              
Chances are we watch the same news programs, read from the same online articles,              
and talk with the same people. Making a conscious effort to read materials outside              
of our usual sources can expand our world view. 

Taking the time to get to know people from other religious traditions and             
ethnic backgrounds can expand our world view. So can volunteering our time.            
Whether our volunteer positions take us to a local neighborhood, or across the             
globe, we are going to encounter people, and ideas, that expand our thinking.  

The second form of expansion has to do with enlarging our hearts to listen              
tenderly to those with whom we may disagree. I appreciate that Reverend Piazza             
speaks about listening “tenderly”. In our society many people are ready to lash out              
at those individuals they disagree with. Taking the time to tenderly listen to others              
gives us the opportunity to find out where they are coming from and why they               
believe what they believe. Listening tenderly can also lead to common ground            
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from which to build a relationship. This “expansion” of understanding can lead            
people to work together for the common good.  

The third form of expansion involves expanding our understanding of God.           
In order to expand our understanding of God, we must first decide whether or not               
we believe there is more to understand about God. In a sermon I offered a few                
weeks ago I spoke about many adults not having the same beliefs about God that               
they held has children. I did not mean that everything we knew about God as               
children is invalid. I am suggesting that there is always more to discover about              
God, and that faith is a journey.  

The fourth form of expansion invites us to enlarge our family to include             
people who might not look like us, speak like us, or even believe like us. I see this                  
expansion as being directly connected to the expansion of our understanding of            
God. Many individuals, and churches, have come to an expanded understanding of            
who God welcomes. This has led to the inclusion of women in leadership roles, as               
well as full inclusion of LGBTQ individuals into the life of the church. It is good to                 
reflect on other ways in which God is calling us to expand our welcome. 

As we enter the summer months, when we often have more down-time, I             
encourage us to reflect on what it means to experience expansion in our lives, and               
in the life of this church.  

In all things, we are encouraged to expand our capacity to love. In most              
cases expansion happens when you add something. Love, on the other hand,            
increases when we give ourselves away to others. We might ask: What additional             
ways might I reach out in compassion to others? What gifts do I have to share?                
Who might I support in their struggle?  

I plan on doing such reflection as I watch in amazement the plants that are               
growing in my son’s garden. Plants that once started out as small seeds but will one                
day produce delicious vegetables and beautiful flowers.  
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